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Free mobile application that connects to 
eFlexFuel kits via Bluetooth. Switch your 
engine tune or monitor your engine 
performance in real-time

eflexfuel.com

EFLEXFUEL E85 FLEX FUEL
CONVERSION KITS

Optimized fuel injection on any fuel blend (E0 – E98). No 
need to switch tunes/maps

For every application the vehicle’s OEM fuel system 
compatibility (injectors, pump, fuel lines) for E85 has 
been verified

Piggyback system: Doesn’t interfere with the OEM engine 
systems, works with modified engines and locked ECUs

Plug & play: eFlexFuel kits include everything needed for 
DIY Installation. No tuning required, no permanent 
changes made, no warranties voided

Installation: DIY typically takes 1-3h with basic shop tools. 
eFlexFuel is plugged in to the fuel injector connectors, 
not OBD

5 year warranty with product registration

Scan the QR code to find an eFlexFuel kit for your vehicle

eflexfuel.com

PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE

Available for iOS and Android phones

Monitor ethanol content, fuel temperature, 
ambient engine temperature,
injector duty cycle and cold enrichment, etc.

Real-time logging feature (duty cycle, ethanol 
content, engine temperature)

Self diagnosis - Display fault codes

Adjust and monitor cold start

Choose your driving mode (Economy, 
Dynamic, Sport)

Display OEM engine sensor data: MAP, MAF, 
TPS, or WBO

Custom E85 tunes (Created with eFlexTuner)

E85 FLEX FUEL KITS
FOR MOTORCYCLES & POWERSPORTS
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MERFLYMPROUS

E85 FLEX FUEL KITS
FOR MOTORCYCLES & POWERSPORTS



$999$699
Patented customizable E85 flex fuel
kit for the performance professional

Fully automatic flex fuel kit
for the performance enthusiast

Plug & play piggy-back flex fuel kit that requires no 
tuning or switching maps

Run E85, gas or both in any mixture

Up to 20% more HP on E85

Connects and displays the data from 2 OEM engine 
sensors: either MAP, MAF, WBO or TPS

eFlexApp: Switch between 3 preset and 3 custom 
E85 tunes, adjust cold start, display engine data

eFlexTuner: Create custom E85 tunes with fully 
customizable 3D fuel maps and logging feature

Plug & play piggy-back flex fuel kit that requires no 
tuning or switching maps

Run E85, gas or both in any mixture

Up to 10% more HP on E85

eFlexApp: Switch between 3 preset E85 tunes, 
adjust cold start, display engine data

Learn more at
eflexfuel.com

SELF DIAGNOSIS
DISPLAY FAULT CODES

DATA LOGGING

LOAD BASED
3D FUEL MAP

SENSOR EDITOR / LINKAGE
(MAF, MAP, TPS, WBO)

ADDITIONAL
2D FUEL MAP

LOG FILE
ANALYSIS

For Microsoft Windows 10/11

Free Windows PC software that connects to eFlexMoto Pro 
via Bluetooth. Create your own custom E85 tunes and switch 
them while driving from the eFlexApp.


